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Young People and Housing Jan 12 2021 Young People and Housing brings together new
research exploring the economic, social, and cultural challenges that face young people in

search of permanent housing. Featuring international case studies from Asia, Europe, and
Australia, Young People and Housing is a collection of groundbreaking work from leading
scholars in housing policy. Younger generations across a wide range of societies face
increasing difficulties in gaining access to housing. Housing occupies a pivotal position in
the transition from parental dependence to adult independence. Delayed independence has
significant implications for marriage and family formation, fertility, inter and intra
generational tensions, social mobility and social inequalities. The social and cultural
dimensions are, of course, enormously varied with strong contrasts between Asian and
Western societies in terms of intergenerational norms and practices in relation to housing.
Nevertheless, younger households in China (including Hong Kong), Japan, the USA,
Australasia and Europe face very similar challenges in the housing sphere. Moreover,
concerns about the housing future for younger generations are gaining greater policy and
popular prominence in many countries.
Environmental Health and Housing Feb 10 2021 The second edition of Environmental
Health and Housing has been completely updated to cover the contemporary issues in
public health that have emerged in recent years. With a theory and practice approach to
public health, this edition focuses more on population health, health protection and
improvement, and inter-agency approaches to effective intervention in housing and health
through evidence-based practice. It provides the ideal introduction to the area, covering

policy and strategy in housing, housing and inequality, housing inclusion, and the public
health agenda. It provides a renewed focus on research into evidence-based housing and
health issues, which have become subjects of growing international interest in recent years.
This edition includes more case studies, reflection, and a greater emphasis on wider living
environments. It also includes major pieces of new legislation, most notably the Housing
Act 2004 and the Housing and Planning Act 2016, as well as related regulations.
A History of Housing in New York City Nov 09 2020 Since its emergence in the midnineteenth century as the nation's "metropolis," New York has faced the most challenging
housing problems of any American city, but it has also led the nation in innovation and
reform. The horrors of the tenement were perfected in New York at the same time that the
very rich were building palaces along Fifth Avenue; public housing for the poor originated
in New York, as did government subsidies for middle-class housing. A standard in the field
since its publication in 1992, A History of Housing in New York City traces New York's
housing development from 1850 to the present in text and profuse illustrations. Richard
Plunz explores the housing of all classes, with comparative discussion of the development
of types ranging from the single-family house to the high-rise apartment tower. His analysis
is placed within the context of the broader political and cultural development of New York
City. This revised edition extends the scope of the book into the city's recent history, adding
three decades to the study, covering the recent housing bubble crisis, the rebound and

gentrification of the five boroughs, and the ecological issues facing the next generation of
New Yorkers. More than 300 illustrations are integrated throughout the text, depicting
housing plans, neighborhood changes, and city architecture over the past 130 years. This
new edition also features a foreword by the distinguished urban historian Kenneth T.
Jackson.
On Books and the Housing of Them Jul 06 2020
Housing in Postwar Canada Mar 26 2022 The size of Canadian households has been
declining since at least the 1880s. Miron compares this trend to patterns of household size in
England and the United States and argues that postwar changes in household formation in
Canada were the result of several forces including the postwar baby boom, increased
longevity, changes in marriage pattern, rising incidence of divorce, increased household
affluence, and new forms of government assistance to housing. While aggregate growth in
population, families, and households helps to explain why more housing was necessary, it
does not explain changes in the kind of houses desired. Miron discusses changes in
available housing stock as well as changes in structural type such as the great apartment
boom of the late 1960s and the re-emergence of owner occupancy in the late 1970s. The
types of data available for measuring change in the stock and sources of error in housing
data are also analyzed. One of the books most important contributions is an annotated
synthesis of national trends in household formation and housing demand, derived from

Statistics Canada census data, and accompanied by an insightful analysis of the relation of
these trends to housing stock evolution. This is the only available detailed study of these
topics in the Canadian context.
Red Tape and Housing Costs Dec 11 2020 Homeownership - a core American Dream remains elusive to millions of families priced out of the unstable housing market. This book
explores the delicate balance between regulations designed to promote the production of
sound, affordable housing in safe community environments and the red tape in which
housing developers become entangled.Based on case studies of communities in New Jersey
and North Carolina, and building on extensive research on the housing development
regulatory process, the authors examine the incidence of regulation and quantify the actual
itemized costs of excessive regulation. How are the costs of excessive regulation distributed
between developers and home buyers? How can state and local jurisdictions reform deeply
entrenched regulatory systems to ease the delivery of affordable housing from developer to
purchaser?Red Tape and Housing Costs examines the incidence of regulation. The
distribution of these costs is critical to housing affordability. At the same time, developers
shift to building housing for consumers to whom they can pass on the increasing costs of
regulation. Michael I. Luger and Kenneth Temkin provide policymakers and housing
advocates with hard facts and reasoned explanations about the link between excessive
regulations and spiraling housing costs. The authors argue that their analysis will allow

policymakers to launch efforts to create responsible housing development regulatory
systems.
A Guide to Impact Fees and Housing Affordability Sep 19 2021 Impact fees are onetime charges that are applied to new residential developments by local governments that are
seeking funds to pay for the construction or expansion of public facilities, such as water and
sewer systems, schools, libraries, and parks and recreation facilities. In the face of taxpayer
revolts against increases in property taxes, impact fees are used increasingly by local
governments throughout the U.S. to finance construction or improvement of their
infrastructure. Recent estimates suggest that 60 percent of all American cities with over
25,000 residents use some form of impact fees. In California, it is estimated that 90 percent
of such cities impose impact fees. For more than thirty years, impact fees have been
calculated based on proportionate share of the cost of the infrastructure improvements that
are to be funded by the fees. However, neither laws nor courts have ensured that fees
charged to new homes are themselves proportionate. For example, the impact fee may be
the same for every home in a new development, even when homes vary widely in size and
selling price. Data show, however, that smaller and less costly homes have fewer people
living in them and thus less impact on facilities than larger homes. This use of a flat impact
fee for all residential units disproportionately affects lower-income residents. The purpose
of this guidebook is to help practitioners design impact fees that are equitable. It

demonstrates exactly how a fair impact fee program can be designed and implemented. In
addition, it includes information on the history of impact fees, discusses alternatives to
impact fees, and summarizes state legislation that can infl uence the design of local fee
programs. Case studies provide useful illustrations of successful programs. This book
should be the first place that planning professionals, public officials, land use lawyers,
developers, homebuilders, and citizen activists turn for help in crafting (or recrafting)
proportionate-share impact fee programs.
Affordable Housing for Smart Villages Apr 02 2020 This book initiates a fresh discussion
of affordability in rural housing set in the context of the rapidly shifting balance between
rural and urban populations. It conceptualises affordability in rural housing along a
spectrum that is interlaced with cultural and social values integral to rural livelihoods at
both personal and community level. Developed around four intersecting themes: explaining
houses and housing in rural settings; exploring affordability in the context of aspirations and
vulnerability; rural development agendas involving housing and communities; and
construction for resilience in rural communities, the book provides an overview of some of
the little understood and sometimes counter-intuitive best practices on rural affordability
and affordable housing that have emerged in developing economies over the last thirty
years. Drawing on practice-based evidence this book presents innovative ideas for
harnessing rural potential, and empowering rural communities with added affordability and

progressive development in the context of housing and improved living standards. For a
student aspiring to work in rural areas in developing countries it is an introduction to and
map of some key solutions around the critical area of affordable housing For the rural
development professional, it provides a map of a territory they rarely see because they are
absorbed in a particular rural area or project For the academic looking to expand their
activities into rural areas, especially in rural housing, it provides a handy introduction to a
body of knowledge serving 47% of the world's population, and how this differs from urban
practice For the policy makers, it provides a map for understanding the dynamics around
rural affordability, growth potential and community aspirations helping them to devise
appropriate intervention programs on rural housing and development
Building The Dream May 04 2020 For Gwendolyn Wright, the houses of America are the
diaries of the American people. They create a fascinating chronicle of the way we have
lived, and a reflection of every political, economic, or social issue we have been concerned
with. Why did plantation owners build uniform cabins for their slaves? Why were all the
walls in nineteenth-century tenements painted white? Why did the parlor suddenly
disappear from middle-class houses at the turn of the century? How did the federal highway
system change the way millions of Americans raised their families? Building the Dream
introduces the parade of people, policies, and ideologies that have shaped the course of our
daily lives by shaping the rooms we have grown up in. In the row houses of colonial

Philadelphia, the luxury apartments of New York City, the prefab houses of Levittown, and
the public-housing towers of Chicago, Wright discovers revealing clues to our past and a
new way of looking at such contemporary issues as integration, sustainable energy, the
needs of the elderly, and how we define "family."
The Affordable City Apr 14 2021 From Los Angeles to Boston and Chicago to Miami, US
cities are struggling to address the twin crises of high housing costs and household
instability. Debates over the appropriate course of action have been defined by two poles:
building more housing or enacting stronger tenant protections. These options are often
treated as mutually exclusive, with support for one implying opposition to the other. Shane
Phillips believes that effectively tackling the housing crisis requires that cities support both
tenant protections and housing abundance. He offers readers more than 50 policy
recommendations, beginning with a set of principles and general recommendations that
should apply to all housing policy. The remaining recommendations are organized by what
he calls the Three S’s of Supply, Stability, and Subsidy. Phillips makes a moral and
economic case for why each is essential and recommendations for making them work
together. There is no single solution to the housing crisis—it will require a comprehensive
approach backed by strong, diverse coalitions. The Affordable City is an essential tool for
professionals and advocates working to improve affordability and increase community
resilience through local action.

Housing for Humans Nov 02 2022 This book navigates the design process of new housing,
like additional dwelling units, and explores ideas that can be implemented from the suburbs
to cities. Through the history of urban design, zoning regulation, and with an emphasis on
the human side of housing, this architect highlights the role that the home plays in society
today.
Housing for All Jun 04 2020 Affordable housing is an enduring political challenge. Cities
have endeavored to set international standards for this important field of architecture since
the 1920s. Planners must work within a socially motivated tradition to find exemplary
solutions both at the political and architectural level. This building catalogue documents
over 130 residential buildings dedicated to affordable housing. It presents floor plans, large
photos, key data, and clear diagrams, providing a comprehensive overview of the solutions
being tested today. The publication is rounded off with ten affordable housing concepts that
were designed as part of the Housing for All competition, organized by the Frankfurt
Department of Planning and Housing, the Deutsches Architekturmuseum, and ABG
Frankfurt Holding. Renowned architecture practices based in Germany, Austria,
Switzerland, the Netherlands, and France were invited to submit design concepts for
building sites in the Hilgenfeld area of Frankfurt. These concepts will reignite the
contemporary discourse on affordable housing - in Frankfurt and beyond.
More Than Shelter Jun 16 2021 In the popular imagination, public housing tenants are

considered, at best, victims of intractable poverty and, at worst, criminals. More Than
Shelter makes clear that such limited perspectives do not capture the rich reality of tenants’
active engagement in shaping public housing into communities. By looking closely at three
public housing projects in San Francisco, Amy L. Howard brings to light the dramatic
measures tenants have taken to create—and sustain and strengthen—communities that
mattered to them. More Than Shelter opens with the tumultuous institutional history of the
San Francisco Housing Authority, from its inception during the New Deal era, through its
repeated leadership failures, to its attempts to boost its credibility in the 1990s. Howard then
turns to Valencia Gardens in the Mission District; built in 1943, the project became a
perpetually contested and embattled space. Within that space, tenants came together in what
Howard calls affective activism—activism focused on intentional relationships and
community building that served to fortify residents in the face of shared challenges. Such
activism also fueled cross-sector coalition building at Ping Yuen in Chinatown, bringing
tenants and organizations together to advocate for and improve public housing. The account
of their experience breaks new ground in highlighting the diversity of public housing in
more ways than one. The experience of North Beach Place in turn raises questions about the
politics of development and redevelopment, in this case, Howard examines activism across
generations—first by African Americans seeking to desegregate public housing, then by
cross-racial and cross-ethnic tenant groups mobilizing to maintain public housing in the

shadow of gentrification. Taken together, the stories Howard tells challenge assumptions
about public housing and its tenants—and make way for a broader, more productive and
inclusive vision of the public housing program in the United States.
Housing in New York: Study of City Sep 07 2020 Housing in New York provides
accurate, current, and easily understood in-formation on New York's supply and location of
housing, including data on rents and housing conditions; and on housing needs, including
information on the incomes, socioeconomic characteristics, and housing expense bur-dens
of the city's nearly two million renters. Wherever possible, the author compares current and
past housing and market conditions to help gauge whether things are improving or getting
worse. The study begins with a review of the major findings from the 1984 Housing and
Vacancy Survey. The author summarizes recent changes in the size and composition of the
city's population and housing stock. Emphasis is on changes in the control status of rental
housing and the growth in cooperative ownership since 1981 and on changes in the racial
and ethnic mix of New Yorkers. Stegman offers a thorough analysis of rental vacancies in
New York, in-cluding the physical condition of the city's occupied rental stock. He deals in
considerable detail with rent levels and with how rents have changed since 1981 for various
types of households. He also examines how well owners and renters have fared in their
battle to stay ahead of the rising cost of living. In the final chapter Stegman analyzes
changes in new construction activ-ity and other sources of housing supply, including the

return to the oc-cupied stock of units that had been declared losses at the time of the 1981
Housing and Vacancy Survey. He concludes with an analysis of the size, composition,
location, and occupancy characteristics of the city's in rem housing inventory. This detailed
study is invaluable in understanding the continuing debate concerning housing needs and
conditions and the appro-priate public responsibilities to meet those needs.
Making the Second Ghetto Nov 21 2021 This book analyses the expansion of Chicago's
Black Belt during the period immediately following World War II. Even as the civil rights
movement swept the country, Chicago dealt with its rapidly growing black population not
by abolishing the ghetto, but by expanding and reinforcing it. The city used a variety of
means, ranging from riots to redevelopment, to prevent desegregation. The result was not
only the persistence of racial segregation, but the evolution of legal concepts and tools
which provided the foundation for the nation's subsequent urban renewal effort and the
emergence of a ghetto now distinguished by government support and sanction. This book
not only extends our knowledge of the evolution of race relations in urban America, but
adds a new dimension to our perspective on the civil rights era - an age marked by the rise
of Martin Luther King, Jr. and the explosion of northern cities in the wake of his
assassination.
Trans* Policies & Experiences in Housing & Residence Life Aug 31 2022 What are the
institutional politics associated with fostering trans* inclusive policies? When formalizing a

policy, what unanticipated challenges may emerge? How are students, particularly trans*
students, influenced by the implementation of gender-inclusive housing practices and
policies? Also, what are campus administrators and practitioners learning from their
involvement with the development of trans* work on campus? Housing and Residence Life
(HRL) plays an important role in the safety, well-being, and sense of belonging for college
students, but gender-inclusive policies and practices in HRL are largely under-explored in
student affairs and higher education publications. There are five key objectives that guide
this book: 1. To promote and challenge student affairs and higher education staff knowledge
about trans* students’ identities and experiences; 2. To support and celebrate the
accomplishments of educators and professionals in their strides to promote trans* inclusive
policies and practices; 3. To highlight the unique role that housing and residence life plays
in creating institutional change and serving trans* student populations; 4. To demonstrate
the value and use of scholarly personal narratives, particularly for narrating experiences
related to implementing trans* inclusive policies in housing and residence life; and 5. To
create a strong partnership between scholarship and student affairs practice by developing
an avenue for practitioner-scholars to publish their experiences related to gender-inclusive
policies in housing and residence life and for others to use these stories to improve their
practice. Administrators, educators, and student affairs staff will find this book useful at any
stage in the process of creating gender- inclusive housing policies on their campuses.

Bricks in the Wall Aug 19 2021 This volume provides a comprehensive analysis of how
politics shape housing markets and vice-versa. It demonstrates how housing impacts a
variety of social and political phenomenon including populist politics, generational divides,
wealth inequality, monetary policy, and the welfare state. Housing and housing markets
have important implications for economic stability, public policy, domestic politics and
wealth inequality in Europe and beyond. Yet despite its importance, housing has received
relatively little attention in comparative politics scholarship. The contributions within this
volume push the scholarship of housing into fresh, innovative directions. The chapters focus
on housing’s contribution to wealth inequality, how housing constrains governments’ policy
choices in welfare state reform and how it can strengthen governments’ hands in financial
regulation. Other contributions reveal the impact of housing on central bankers’ motivations
for implementing monetary expansion, highlight the generational divide in gaining access to
home-ownership, demonstrate how housing-driven wealth inequality steers voters political
preferences towards right-wing populism, and explain how housing gradually shifted from
being a social right to an object of investment in Europe, even within its most egalitarian
states. These contributions cover a diversity of cases in Western and Eastern Europe and
theoretical paradigms that will appeal to scholars and policy makers alike. The chapters in
this book were originally published as a special issue of West European Politics.
Just Housing Jun 28 2022 A new conception of housing justice grounded in moral

principles that appeal to the home’s special connection to American life. In response to the
twin crises of homelessness and housing insecurity, an emerging “housing justice” coalition
argues that America’s apparent inability to provide decent housing for all is a moral failing.
Yet if housing is a right, as housing justice advocates contend, what is the content of that
right? In a wide-ranging examination of these issues, Casey Dawkins chronicles the concept
of housing justice, investigates the moral foundations of the US housing reform tradition,
and proposes a new conception of housing justice that is grounded in moral principles that
appeal to the home’s special connection to American life. Dawkins examines the conceptual
foundations of justice and explores the social meaning of the American home. He chronicles
the evolution of American housing reform, showing how housing policy was pieced
together from layers of housing and land-use policies enacted over time, and investigates
the endurance—from the founding of the republic through the postwar era—of the owned
single-family home as the embodiment of national values. Finally, Dawkins considers
housing justice, drawing on elements of liberalism, republicanism, progressivism, and
pragmatism to defend a right-based conception of housing justice grounded in the ideal of
civil equality. Arguing that any defense of private property must appeal to the interests of
those whose tenure is made insecure by the institution of private property, he proposes a
“secure tenure” property regime and a “negative housing tax” that would fund a guaranteed
housing allowance.

Affordable Housing in New York Oct 09 2020 How has America's most expensive and
progressive city helped its residents to live? Since the nineteenth century, the need for highquality affordable housing has been one of New York City’s most urgent issues. Affordable
Housing in New York explores the past, present, and future of the city’s pioneering efforts,
from the 1920s to the major initiatives of Mayor Bill de Blasio. The book examines the
people, places, and policies that have helped make New York livable, from early
experiments by housing reformers and the innovative public-private solutions of the 1970s
and 1980s to today’s professionalized affordable housing industry. More than two dozen
leading scholars tell the story of key figures of the era, including Fiorello LaGuardia, Robert
Moses, Jane Jacobs, and Ed Koch. Over twenty-five individual housing complexes are
profiled, including Queensbridge Houses, America’s largest public housing complex;
Stuyvesant Town; Co-op City; and recent additions like Via Verde. Plans, models, archival
photos, and newly commissioned portraits of buildings and tenants put the efforts of the
past century into social, political, and cultural context and look ahead to future prospects for
below-market subsidized housing. A richly illustrated, dynamic portrait of an evolving city,
this is a comprehensive and authoritative history of public and middle-income housing in
New York and contributes significantly to contemporary debates on how to enable future
generations of New Yorkers to call the city home. Contributors include: Matthias Altwicker,
Hilary Ballon, Lizabeth Cohen, Andrew S. Dolkart, Peter Eisenstadt, Richard Greenwald,

Christopher Klemek, Jeffrey A. Kroessler, Nancy H. Kwak, Nadia A. Mian, Annemarie
Sammartino, David Schalliol, Susanne Schindler, David Smiley, Jonathan Soffer, Fritz
Umbach, and Samuel Zipp. Featured housing complexes include: Amalgamated
Cooperative Apartments • Amsterdam Houses • Bell Park Gardens • Boulevard Gardens •
Co-op City • East River Houses • Eastwood • Harlem River Houses • Hughes House • Jacob
Riis Houses • Johnson Houses • Marcus Garvey Village • Melrose Commons • Nehemiah
Houses • Paul Laurence Dunbar Apartments • Penn South • Queensbridge Houses •
Queensview • Ravenswood Houses • Riverbend Houses • Rochdale Village • Schomburg
Plaza • Starrett City • Stuyvesant Town • Sunnyside Gardens • Twin Parks • Via Verde •
West Side Urban Renewal Area • West Village Houses • Williamsburg Houses
Modern Housing for America Oct 21 2021 In an era when many decry the failures of
federal housing programs, this book introduces us to appealing but largely forgotten
alternatives that existed when federal policies were first defined in the New Deal. Led by
Catherine Bauer, supporters of the modern housing initiative argued that government should
emphasize non-commercial development of imaginatively designed compact neighborhoods
with extensive parks and social services. The book explores the question of how Americans
might have responded to this option through case studies of experimental developments in
Philadelphia and New York. While defeated during the 1930s, modern housing ideas
suggest a variety of design and financial strategies that could contribute to solving the

housing problems of our own time.
Modern Housing for America May 16 2021 In an era when many decry the failures of
federal housing programs, this book introduces us to appealing but largely forgotten
alternatives that existed when federal policies were first defined in the New Deal. Led by
Catherine Bauer, supporters of the modern housing initiative argued that government should
emphasize non-commercial development of imaginatively designed compact neighborhoods
with extensive parks and social services. The book explores the question of how Americans
might have responded to this option through case studies of experimental developments in
Philadelphia and New York. While defeated during the 1930s, modern housing ideas
suggest a variety of design and financial strategies that could contribute to solving the
housing problems of our own time.
Student Housing in Europe Apr 26 2022 Throughout Europe, students move from their
home address to accommodation, whether temporary or not, near their university or college.
The majority of European countries have experienced a sharp increase in the number of
students in higher education in recent years and, consequently, in the number of students
staying in student housing. At the same time there is a severe housing shortage in several
countries, including sharply rising housing prices and rents in urban areas, where also the
higher education institutions are located. As a result, students and housing seekers come
into competition with each other while searching for affordable accommodation. Although

there are major differences within Europe in the way student accommodation is provided,
there are also many similarities. In this book, we provide an overview of student housing
policies and regulations in 14 countries: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, England, France,
Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Spain and Sweden.
Student Housing in Europeis the fourth volume in the seriesthat seeks to examine the many
facets of housing law from a variety of academic and professional perspectives.
The New Suburbanites May 28 2022 National data indicates a surge in African-American
suburbanization during the 1970s. What are the barriers that have slowed this process for so
long? Is black entry to the suburbs synonymous with integration? To what extent does it
contribute to convergence in the residential distributions of whites and blacks? This careful
and thorough study marshals evidence that black suburbanization offers less than full
realization of the American Dream. Homeownership in the United States is a source of
security, a sign of status, a means of equity accumulation, and a bond to the community.
The basic premise underlying The New Suburbanites is the preeminence of equal access.
Survey data collected for this analysis pertains to successful homebuyers—whites and
blacks who were able to negotiate safely the treacherous housing market conditions.
Specifically, Robert W. Lake draws from a unique survey of black and white homebuyers to
assess the institutional and housing market barriers to black suburban homeownership. How
does racial discrimination add to the cost, time, and difficulty of housing search for black

homebuyers? What is the effect of discrimination on housing prices, resale value, and
equity accumulation? What is behind the complexity of white and black attitudes to
suburban racial integration? What is the perspective of the real estate agent, the key market
intermediary? The book addresses each of these questions and concludes with a critique of
present federal fair housing legislation and an assessment of policy implications.
Addressing Homelessness and Housing Insecurity in Higher Education Jul 26 2019
Featuring vignettes of students experiencing homelessness and housing insecurity, this book
offers readers research-based, practical guidance for creating and implementing a plan of
action to address these issues within their local context. Topics include trauma-informed
frameworks, policies affecting homelessness and housing insecurity, transitioning students
to college, supporting college retention, collaborations and partnerships, and life after
college. This practical resource can be used as a professional development tool for student
affairs, academic affairs, health and wellness centers, and other campus-based support
services. “Provides context, but it also offers tangible suggestions for how you can develop
or expand your philosophical, practical, and political efforts to address the needs of
students.” —From the Foreword by Timothy P. White, chancellor of The California State
University “These skilled authors provide invaluable insights into homelessness and
guidance for how we can respond. This is important work that should be shared throughout
higher education!” —Peter Miller, University of Wisconsin–Madison “This is a must-read

for higher education professionals who want to support students affected by issues of
housing insecurity and homelessness.” —Robert D. Reason, Iowa State University “This
book not only enlightens leaders but also helps campuses to develop meaningful action
plans through local evaluation and planning.” —Adrianna Kezar, University of Southern
California
Missing Middle Housing Oct 28 2019 Today, there is a tremendous mismatch between the
available housing stock in the US and the housing options that people want and need. The
post-WWII, auto-centric, single-family-development model no longer meets the needs of
residents. Urban areas in the US are experiencing dramatically shifting household and
cultural demographics and a growing demand for walkable urban living. Missing Middle
Housing, a term coined by Daniel Parolek, describes the walkable, desirable, yet attainable
housing that many people across the country are struggling to find. Missing Middle Housing
types—such as duplexes, fourplexes, and bungalow courts—can provide options along a
spectrum of affordability. In Missing Middle Housing, Parolek, an architect and urban
designer, illustrates the power of these housing types to meet today’s diverse housing needs.
With the benefit of beautiful full-color graphics, Parolek goes into depth about the benefits
and qualities of Missing Middle Housing. The book demonstrates why more developers
should be building Missing Middle Housing and defines the barriers cities need to remove
to enable it to be built. Case studies of built projects show what is possible, from the Prairie

Queen Neighborhood in Omaha, Nebraska to the Sonoma Wildfire Cottages, in California.
A chapter from urban scholar Arthur C. Nelson uses data analysis to highlight the urgency
to deliver Missing Middle Housing. Parolek proves that density is too blunt of an instrument
to effectively regulate for twenty-first-century housing needs. Complete industries and
systems will have to be rethought to help deliver the broad range of Missing Middle
Housing needed to meet the demand, as this book shows. Whether you are a planner,
architect, builder, or city leader, Missing Middle Housing will help you think differently
about how to address housing needs for today’s communities.
Affordable Housing in New York Dec 23 2021 A richly illustrated history of below-market
housing in New York, from the 1920s to today A colorful portrait of the people, places, and
policies that have helped make New York City livable, Affordable Housing in New York is
a comprehensive, authoritative, and richly illustrated history of the city's public and middleincome housing from the 1920s to today. Plans, models, archival photos, and newly
commissioned portraits of buildings and tenants by sociologist and photographer David
Schalliol put the efforts of the past century into context, and the book also looks ahead to
future prospects for below-market subsidized housing. A dynamic account of an evolving
city, Affordable Housing in New York is essential reading for understanding and advancing
debates about how to enable future generations to call New York home.
Land and Housing Controversies in Hong Kong Aug 26 2019 This book discusses land

and housing controversies in Hong Kong, which offer a point of reference for the
comparison and analysis of similar or contrasting cases overseas from the perspective of
social values. It enhances readers’ understanding of the social values, philosophical and
theoretical issues that underpin land and housing controversies, as well as their policy
implications. The discussion in each chapter goes beyond mere substantive and contextual
analysis, and is explicitly positioned and theorized within the broader context of social
values, with a theoretical and philosophical framework for assessing the issue concerned.
The book is interdisciplinary in nature, with each chapter integrating two or more
disciplines to examine various controversial land and housing issues.
Housing in America Oct 01 2022 Housing is a fundamental need and universal part of
human living that shapes our lives in profound ways that go far beyond basic sheltering.
Where we live can determine our self-image, social status, health and safety, quality of
public services, access to jobs, and transportation options. But the reality for many in
America is that housing choices are constrained: costs are unaffordable, discriminatory
practices remain, and physical features do not align with needs. As a society, we recognize
the significant role housing plays in our overall quality of life and the stability of our
communities. We have made a national commitment to decent housing for all yet this
promise remains unrealized. Housing in America provides a broad overview of the field of
housing, with the objective of fostering an informed and engaged citizenry. The evolution

of housing norms and policy is explored in a historical context while underscoring the
human and cultural dimensions of housing program choices. Specific topics covered
include: why housing matters; housing and culture; housing frameworks and political
ideologies; housing and opportunities; housing and the economy; housing discrimination;
and housing affordability. Readers will gain an understanding of the basic debates within
the field of housing, consider the motivations and performance of various interventions, and
critically examine persistent patterns of racial and class inequality. With an exploration of
theoretical frameworks, short case studies, reflective exercises, and strong visuals, this
introductory text explores improving housing choices in America.
The Financialization of Housing Feb 22 2022 Due to the financialization of housing in
today’s market, housing risks are increasingly becoming financial risks. Financialization
refers to the increasing dominance of financial actors, markets, practices, measurements and
narratives. It also refers to the resulting structural transformation of economies, firms, states
and households. This book asserts the centrality of housing to the contemporary capitalist
political economy and places housing at the centre of the financialization debate. A global
wall of money is looking for High-Quality Collateral (HQC) investments, and housing is
one of the few asset classes considered HQC. This explains why housing is increasingly
becoming financialized, but it does not explain its timing, politics and geography.
Presenting a diverse range of case studies from the US, the UK, the Netherlands, Germany,

Italy and Spain, the chapters in this book include coverage of the role of the state as the
driver of financialization processes, and the part played by local and national histories and
institutions. This cutting edge volume will pave the way for future research in the area.
Where housing used to be something "local" or "national", the two-way coupling of housing
to finance has been one crucial element in the recent crisis. It is time to reconsider the
financialization of both homeownership and social housing. This book will be of interest to
those who study international economics, economic geography and financialization.
In Defense of Housing Nov 29 2019 In every major city in the world there is a housing
crisis. How did this happen and what can we do about it? Everyone needs and deserves
housing. But today our homes are being transformed into commodities, making the
inequalities of the city ever more acute. Profit has become more important than social need.
The poor are forced to pay more for worse housing. Communities are faced with the
violence of displacement and gentrification. And the benefits of decent housing are only
available for those who can afford it. In Defense of Housing is the definitive statement on
this crisis from leading urban planner Peter Marcuse and sociologist David Madden. They
look at the causes and consequences of the housing problem and detail the need for
progressive alternatives. The housing crisis cannot be solved by minor policy shifts, they
argue. Rather, the housing crisis has deep political and economic roots—and therefore
requires a radical response.

The Future of Public Housing Aug 07 2020 Public housing was once an important strand in
western housing policies, but is seldom seen as a mainstream policy instrument for the
future. In contrast, in many East Asian countries large public housing programs are
underway. Behind these generalizations, there are exceptions, too. By including
perspectives of scholars from across the world, this book provides new insights into public
housing in its various forms. It contains in-depth chapters on public housing in five East
Asian countries and six Western countries, together with three comparative overview
chapters.
From the Puritans to the Projects Dec 31 2019 From the almshouses of seventeenthcentury Puritans to the massive housing projects of the mid-twentieth century, the struggle
over housing assistance in the United States has exposed a deep-seated ambivalence about
the place of the urban poor. Lawrence J. Vale's groundbreaking book is both a
comprehensive institutional history of public housing in Boston and a broader examination
of the nature and extent of public obligation to house socially and economically marginal
Americans during the past 350 years. First, Vale highlights startling continuities both in the
way housing assistance has been delivered to the American poor and in the policies used to
reward the nonpoor. He traces the stormy history of the Boston Housing Authority, a saga
of entrenched patronage and virulent racism tempered, and partially overcome, by the
efforts of unyielding reformers. He explores the birth of public housing as a program

intended to reward the upwardly mobile working poor, details its painful transformation
into a system designed to cope with society's least advantaged, and questions current policy
efforts aimed at returning to a system of rewards for responsible members of the working
class. The troubled story of Boston public housing exposes the mixed motives and
ideological complexity that have long characterized housing in America, from the Puritans
to the projects.
Fixer-Upper Sep 27 2019 Practical ideas to provide affordable housing to more Americans
Much ink has been spilled in recent years talking about political divides and inequality in
the United States. But these discussions too often miss one of the most important factors in
the divisions among Americans: the fundamentally unequal nature of the nation’s housing
systems. Financially well-off Americans can afford comfortable, stable homes in desirable
communities. Millions of other Americans cannot. And this divide deepens other
inequalities. Increasingly, important life outcomes—performance in school, employment,
even life expectancy—are determined by where people live and the quality of homes they
live in. Unequal housing systems didn’t just emerge from natural economic and social
forces. Public policies enacted by federal, state, and local governments helped create and
reinforce the bad housing outcomes endured by too many people. Taxes, zoning,
institutional discrimination, and the location and quality of schools, roads, public transit,
and other public services are among the policies that created inequalities in the nation’s

housing patterns. Fixer-Upper is the first book assessing how the broad set of local, state,
and national housing policies affect people and communities. It does more than describe
how yesterday’s policies led to today’s problems. It proposes practical policy changes than
can make stable, decent-quality housing more available and affordable for all Americans in
all communities. Fixing systemic problems that arose over decades won’t be easy, in large
part because millions of middle-class Americans benefit from the current system and feel
threatened by potential changes. But Fixer-Upper suggests ideas for building political
coalitions among diverse groups that share common interests in putting better housing
within reach for more Americans, building a more equitable and healthy country.
Disabled People and Housing Jan 30 2020 By examining policy, meanings of 'home' and
potential barriers to housing options, this book provides a comprehensive overview and
investigation of housing issues for disabled people from a social model perspective.
Golden Gates Jan 24 2022 A Time 100 Must-Read Book of 2020 • A New York Times
Book Review Editors' Choice • California Book Award Silver Medal in Nonfiction •
Finalist for The New York Public Library Helen Bernstein Book Award for Excellence in
Journalism • Named a top 30 must-read Book of 2020 by the New York Post • Named one
of the 10 Best Business Books of 2020 by Fortune • Named A Must-Read Book of 2020 by
Apartment Therapy • Runner-Up General Nonfiction: San Francisco Book Festival • A
Planetizen Top Urban Planning Book of 2020 • Shortlisted for the Goddard Riverside

Stephan Russo Book Prize for Social Justice “Tells the story of housing in all its
complexity.” —NPR Spacious and affordable homes used to be the hallmark of American
prosperity. Today, however, punishing rents and the increasingly prohibitive cost of
ownership have turned housing into the foremost symbol of inequality and an economy
gone wrong. Nowhere is this more visible than in the San Francisco Bay Area, where fleets
of private buses ferry software engineers past the tarp-and-plywood shanties of the
homeless. The adage that California is a glimpse of the nation’s future has become a
cautionary tale. With propulsive storytelling and ground-level reporting, New York Times
journalist Conor Dougherty chronicles America’s housing crisis from its West Coast
epicenter, peeling back the decades of history and economic forces that brought us here and
taking readers inside the activist movements that have risen in tandem with housing costs.
The Architecture of Affordable Housing Jul 30 2022 This text is about the design of
dignified, affordable housing for those not served by the private sector, and how that
housing fits comfortably into our communities. It is a non-technical analysis for everyone
interested in the creation of affordable housing.
Housing in the Margins Mar 02 2020 Housing in the Margins offers a theoretically
informed and empirically detailed exploration of unruly housing practices and their
governance at the periphery of Berlin. An original empirical contribution to understanding
housing precarity in the context of the German housing crisis A novel approach to

theorizing the nexus of informality and the state in ways that bridge analytical divides
between debates about Northern and Southern states An innovative account of urban
development in Berlin that contributes to the limited discussions of urban informality in
Euro-American cities A theoretical understanding of the ways in which negotiations and
transgressions are embedded in the making of urban order A historically informed narrative
of the development of allotment gardens in Berlin with a particular focus on housing
practices at these sites
The Open Housing Question Mar 14 2021
Housing Design for an Increasingly Older Population Jun 24 2019 “Longer lifespans and
the needs of the oldest old are challenging the senior living industry to find bold and
compassionate solutions to combine programs and services with housing. Victor Regnier's
latest research provides a thoughtful and insightful roadmap that arrays new ways of
thinking from small-scale settings to community based options. International case studies
offer possible solutions with the best thinking from around the globe…all with Vic's unique
perspective of extracting themes and concepts that are broadly applicable and essential to
addressing the needs of those that live on life's fragile edge.” —David Hoglund, FAIA
“Supporting the independence of the oldest-old is a tough problem Victor Regnier addresses
in his latest book on aging and housing. Like previous work, Victor relies on the best
practices of northern Europeans to outline a three-prong approach. First, providing

extremely comprehensive home care services in an "apartment for life" setting. Second,
reforming the conventional nursing home by exploring small group style accommodations.
Third, combining new technology with community based services to age in place. Case
studies document the experiences of others in making these programs work here and abroad.
The magnitude of the 90+ and 100+ population increases in the next 50 years make it clear
how important it is to address this concern today.” —Edward Steinfeld Darch “The
movement of health care from the institution to the home is a theme that Regnier identifies
as one of the most important lessons in rethinking the issue of how to support the ever
growing and increasingly aged older population here and abroad. He examines simple but
profound approaches we can take in making long-term care a more humane proposition.
Familiar themes like humanizing technology and optimizing the impact of the natural
environment are brought together with clear policy thinking about what we need to do. The
timing is good because the impact of this growing segment of society will have major
repercussions on health care for the next 50-70 years.” —Stephan Verderber, Ph.D. A
comprehensive guide to designing housing for the world’s aging population The dilemma of
helping older people maintain their independence through better housing with services is
growing. This book presents innovative solutions for those who create and provide housing
for the world’s increasingly longer-living population. By focusing on three specific housing
and service arrangements, it offers alternatives that provide greater freedom of choice than

the current living arrangements that exist today. It presents selected examples of housing
and service solutions from the US, Sweden, Denmark and the Netherlands to stimulate
thinking about the possibilities of community-based service models. Housing Design for an
Increasingly Older Population looks at a trio of options for housing the “oldest-old:” the
Dutch Apartment/Condo for Life Model (AFL); decentralized Small/Green Houses; and the
provision of enhanced personal and health care for people who want to stay in their own
home. It offers unique and eye-opening chapters covering: what older people want; what
age changes affect independence; demographics and living arrangements; how long-term
care is defined; concepts and objectives for housing the frail; care giving and management
practices that avoid an institutional lifestyle; innovative case studies; programs that
encourage staying at home with service assistance; therapeutic use of outdoor spaces; how
technology will help people stay independent; and more. Based on the author’s numerous
conversations with other experts, as well as his examinations of high quality settings from
Northern Europe and the US Building case study examples showcase innovative and
compassionate solutions In-depth coverage of three major systems that work Examines
successful programs such as PACE, Friendly Cities, NORC, and the “Village to Village
Network” to demonstrate the progress made in helping older, frail people stay in their own
homes for as long as possible Housing Design for an Increasingly Older Population:
Redefining Assisted Living for the Mentally and Physically Frail is an important book for

those who create, design, and manage assisted living and skilled nursing facilities, as well
as for those who set policies regarding health, and personal care for our world’s aging
society.
Economics, Planning and Housing Jul 18 2021 This broad-ranging new text applies
economics analysis to the aims, instruments and outcomes of land use planning and housing
policies. The core focus is on providing students with a substantive and sophisticated
understanding of the relation of the state and market and such key current issues as
sustainable development, urban renaissance, affordable housing and the relationships
between planning, housebuilding and house prices. Drawing examples from Britain, the rest
of Europe and the USA, it emphasizes the role of economics in promoting a theoreticallyinformed and evidence-based approach to policy formation and implementation.
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